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ABSTRACT

Advancements in thermal interface materials (TIMs) allows for the creation of new and more powerful electronics as they increase the heat transfer from the component to the heat sink. Current industrial options provide decent heat transfer, but the creation of TIMs with higher thermal conductivities is needed. In addition, if these TIMs are elastic in nature, their effectiveness can greatly increase as they can deal with changing interfaces without degradation of their properties. The research performed delves into this idea, creating elastic TIMs using liquid metal (LM), in this case galinstan, along with other matrix particles embedded in Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) to create an easy to use, relatively inexpensive, thermally conductive, but electrically insulative, pad with increased thermal conductivity from industrial solutions.

The pads were created using varying amounts of LM and matrix materials ranging from copper microspheres to diamond powder mixed into PDMS using a high-speed mixer. The material was then cast into molds and cured to create the pads. Once the pads were created, the difficulty came in quantifying their thermal properties. A stepped bar apparatus (SBA) following ASTM D5470 was created to measure the thermal resistance of the pads but it was determined that thermal conductivity was a more usable metric of the pads’ performance. This meant that the pad’s in-situ thickness was needed during testing, prompting the installation of a linear encoder to measure the thickness. The design and analysis of the necessary modification and proposed future design is further detailed in the following paper.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction to Thermal Interface Materials

1.1 What are Thermal Interface Materials and Why are They Important?

Thermal interface materials (TIMs) are important to our everyday life as they permit the high-performance computing to which we have all become accustomed. As electronics become smaller and more powerful, one must consider the localized heat buildup as a critical design component; however, this becomes increasingly difficult as the trend towards smaller and lighter continues. Heat must be removed from these components and transferred to cooling devices such as heat sinks and heat pipes but the thermal contact between two parts, even precision machined parts is poor at best.\(^9,10\)

TIMs become the critical component that solves this problem as they are often either a paste or elastic substance that fills the gaps between the parts and improves the thermal contact (Fig. 1). They are often made as a paste or thin pad that is applied between the two components and is then compressed to create the connection. Generally, TIMs are electrically insulating as this is important to maintain proper function of the electrical components, namely CPU chips that may have hundreds of thousands of connections on them.

Currently, the issue with off-the-shelf TIMs is that while they do enhance the heat transfer capabilities of a system, they are still relatively low in comparison to metals of the two parts. Currently, the highest rated industrial TIM available is the T-Global TXG Thermal Pad with a thermal conductivity (K) of 12 W/mK and is advertised as being used only for industrial computers and military applications due to its high cost. More realistically available TIMs are in the range of 2-8 W/mK with ultra-thin applications.
whereas the metal parts they can connect are often well over 100 W/mK. These traditional TIMs are often silicone based with matrix materials embedded in them, including but not limited to aluminum, silver, and gold.\textsuperscript{11} The reason thermal greases are often chosen in industry applications is because the grease is easy to apply and is easy to repair while still having good thermal conductivity.\textsuperscript{15,16} This helps keep manufacturing consistent, reliable, and fast. The issue with thermal greases is that they are prone to “pump-out,” or being forced out of place due to the difference in thermal expansion coefficients causing the two materials to slowly push the grease out as they heat and cool over time.\textsuperscript{17} Due to this issue, thermal pads are a simpler option to use when the interface setup allows. In addition, thermal pads can be manufactured to a consistent thickness and allow for easily repeatable installations whereas grease needs to be measured out and applied a certain way for consistent, repeated applications. This lead us to choose thermal pads for our research over thermal greases.

\textbf{Figure 1.1} Schematic illustrating the action of thermal interface material, which fills the gaps between two contacting surfaces. The heat removal improves with higher thermal conductivity, smaller bond line thickness and contact resistance of the material. \textsuperscript{1}
1.2 Current Research into TIM Improvement

We hope to create a TIM with a high thermal conductivity but that is much cheaper and easier to manufacture. One of the most commonly known research fields is the use of carbon nanotubes to create polymers with higher conductivity, but as in the case of Jones et.al, the composite is also electrically conductive. As mentioned previously, the most common TIMs are electrically insulative to ensure electrical component functionality is not compromised. Other research into this field has included the use of lithography, or stenciling the required conductive pattern onto a substrate. This method is effective, but it is slow and is rather costly, so another method was needed. Fassler et. al. mixed liquid metal (LM) into PDMS and created elastic pads. This is the base method used for this research as it allows for consistent repeatability and quick turnaround of samples for testing.

The main idea behind this method of creating TIMs is using higher conductivity materials in conjunction with elastic polymers to create a thermally conductive and electrically insulative pads that conduct heat well when compressed. We are using galinstan, a gallium-indium-tin eutectic that is a liquid at -19C, in conjunction with Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and matrix particles to create these pads. The idea is that the galinstan, when mixed with the PDMS forms a matrix of liquid metal droplets that can deform and respond to pressure. This allows for a flexible connection between the two components that is not compromised but uneven loading or shifting. As the pad is compressed, the liquid metal droplets in the elastic matrix come into contact with each other, forming a network through which heat can travel while still being electrically insulative due to the PDMS on the outside. In order to enhance this network, particles
such as alumina, graphite, copper and diamond can be added to act as the main thermal transport material while the liquid galinstan acts as a solder to connect all the particles.

Determining the proper manufacturing technique has been one of the main challenges as the surface tension of galinstan is about ten times that of water, meaning it does not want to mix into the viscous PDMS. At first, a mortar and pestle were used to combine the two, but the droplet size was inconsistent and the pads would leak liquid metal at higher volume percents. This led to the use of a high-speed mixing device and a brush to create microdroplets of material and evenly disperse it into the PDMS. This was successful, leading to the addition of other particles into the composite. As stated before, we are experimenting with the use of alumina, graphite, copper and diamond.

The use of copper microspheres led to further experimentation of the solid-solder matrix idea where the copper spheres are coated in galinstan and then embedded into the matrix material. Both mechanical and chemical deposition methods are being experimented with currently and the results of these TIMs are still in the works.
Quantification of TIM Properties Via a Stepped Bar Apparatus

2.1 Quantification of TIM Properties

This brings up the next step of the process: how to quantify each of the various TIMs created? We recreated a stepped bar apparatus (SBA) as depicted in Thompson et. al.’s paper following the ASTM D5470 (Standard Test Method for Thermal Transmission Properties of Thermally Conductive Electrical Insulation Materials) standard. The test is conducted through placing a sample between two meter, or reference, bars of equal cross sectional area with polished surfaced while being compressed (Fig. 2a). A thermal gradient is imposed through heating one bar and cooling the other to a steady state value. The reference bars have thermocouples along their length inserted to the center of the bar to measure the temperature at known distances from the sample to compute the thermal gradient being imposed, allowing for the calculation of the thermal resistance of the material. The SBA works well for this as it essentially takes a three-dimensional pad and along with good insulation and powerful heating and cooling equipment, turns it into a one-dimensional heat flow problem. This allows for consistent measurement and quick results as the heat flow horizontally in the sample and in the system becomes negligible.

The SBA setup created is well equipped to find the thermal resistance of the sample and is easy to use, however, the thermal resistance value is significantly less valuable than thermal conductivity as thermal conductivity has more information about how thick the material is when used in a real-world application and because TIMs are presented in industry with a thermal conductivity rating. Initially, the initial thickness of the sample and the modulus of PDMS was used to estimate the thickness, but this quickly
become a large source of error. The samples are cast in a mold so they are not necessarily perfect to begin with and as the ratios of PDMS to fillers changes, the amount the material shrinks during curing changes as well. In addition, the filler materials (galinstan and particles) change the modulus of the material, making using the PDMS’ modulus a poor choice.

In hopes of extracting the thickness of the sample during tested, the TIMs were subjected to compression testing on an Instron load frame to determine the strain at various pressures which were then used with the initial measurements to calculate the final thickness. The same size reference bars were used for the compression test as in the thermal testing to ensure proper numbers were being used. A load cell in the SBA provided constant force readings during thermal testing, however, there is hysteresis in the samples and the force fluctuates, sometimes greatly, as the TIM settles. This makes determining the actual thickness challenging as the thickness variation becomes a large part of the total thickness (>20%), especially as the samples are only about a half millimeter thick to being with. With both of these issues compounding, the extracted thickness cannot be taken as a real measurement for anything other than quickly checking the trend of the readings. It was determined that modifications to the system were needed to properly measure the thickness in situ.

This was accomplished by adding a linear encoder to the setup. A linear encoder is a magnetic based reader that can provide very precise location readings in real time; in our case, a 1µm resolution was selected to reduce the error from the measurement device. However, as the SBA setup was selected prior to needing the thickness readings, it had to be modified to accept the new instrumentation. This is where the majority of the work
came into play as the setup used was chosen to be inexpensive and easy to implement. 

The design of the SBA, its modifications, and proposed future design are discussed in the next section. Currently, the system has an error of approximately ±10μm.

2.2 Design and Modification of a SBA Apparatus

The SBA apparatus created is based off Thompson et. al.’s design, shown in figure 2. Minor design changes were made due to part availably and cost. As depicted in figure 2, we modified the ASTM D5470 standard (Fig. 2a) to account for misalignment between the two bars and machining error (Fig. 2b) in an effort to reduce the uncertainty of the system. This was accomplished through oversizing the top bar slightly to account for these errors as the costs to remedy them are relatively preventative as the error introduced by oversizing the bar does not significantly impact the results compared to the rest of the error in the system. We took this approach as well and modified them slightly to accommodate the ability of the machine shop, increasing the overall length and changing the thermocouple spacing slightly (Fig. 2c). It was also important that we use certified materials with tightly controlled compositions to ensure the thermal properties of the reference bars were well known. The first set of reference bars were made of 2024 aluminum that had the contact surfaces gold sputtered. This was done to protect the reference bars as galinstan reacts strongly with aluminum, causing oxidation and brittleness. The gold is about 15nm thick and as it was sputtered onto the surface, any thermal effects of the contact or thickness are negligible. Later, the bars were replaced with ones made with 110 copper and will be replaced again with a stainless-steel alloy. The material changes were chosen to deal with the oxidation factors as well as to reduce the thermal conductivity of the bars, allowing for thicker samples to be used.
The contact resistance was dealt with in two ways. First, the samples are compressed to relatively high loads, around 300N, to ensure that the contact between the sample and the polished reference bars was as perfect and consistent as possible. This helps to ensure that the contact resistance is essentially constant across all the samples and that the resistance measured is that of the sample and not the contact. Secondly, the contact resistance of the setup was found using samples with a well-defined thermal resistance. This provided a value through which we could use for rest of testing to calibrate the setup.

Figure 3 below shows the full system as it was designed and built to begin with, with its sole purpose being to measure thermal resistance. This design works extremely well in the sense that it was relatively quick and inexpensive to build, which was paramount to validating that adding liquid metal was indeed decreasing the thermal resistance of the pads. The system had a sleeve of thermal insulation that was clamped around the reference bars to negate convective heat transfer to the ambient air as much as possible. The foam used was cut to fit the setup and was them compressed using a spring steel clamp. The thermocouples used were high precision (0.4% accuracy) and were read by a control system from which MATLAB pulled the values for calculation. The MATLAB code used first went through a check to ensure the system had reached steady state through comparing multiple readings versus time and calculating when the change in the system has essentially reached zero.

Once the MATLAB code was finished and calibrated, our TIMs were tested using the SBA. They showed promise, but it became clear that the thickness measurement was now a large source of error when calculating the thermal conductivity, so changes to the
system needed to be made. A real-time thickness measurement was needed, and many options were explored before determining that a linear encoder was the best fit for what we needed and based on available funds, time to install and our current setup. It was determined that if we could get the thickness accuracy to 5μm, then the error in the thickness is no longer the main error driving the thermal conductivity calculations.

**Figure 2.1** (a) ASTM D5470 thermal measurement setup.³ (b)¹ Potential misalignment shown in an exaggerated fashion if the bars were the same cross section. This would lead to a reduction in area for the heat flux, skewing results. (c) Schematics of the new reference bars (in mm) with [A] being the top (hot) and [B] being the bottom (cold).
bars are square in profile and the thermocouple holes go to the center of the bars to ensure the readings are accurate.

Figure 2.2 Depiction of our original SBA setup. Note: The system rests on rubber feet to insulate it from the table top. (a) ACME screw drive with hand wheel. (b) Teflon sleeve bearings, allowing the middle plate to slide smoothly on the support shafts. (c) 500N load cell. (d) Floating plate to allow for force reading while holding the upper reference bar assembly in place. (e) High temperature reservoir with hole for heating element. (f) Upper reference bar. (g) Lower reference bar. (h) Low temperature reservoir with hole for circulating cooling fluid. (i) Enlarged view of the reference bar setup with visible thermocouple holes.
We chose to use a linear encoder, Newall DMG-TT M, with a resolution of 1 μm and mount it to the high temperature heat sink in an attempt to remove variation due to the load cell or floating plate deforming or twisting. Figure 4 below shows the modified setup. The linear encoder had to be offset from the reference bars quite a good distance due to the thermal insulation needed and its relative fragileness. The linear encoder references a carbon fiber rod filled with micro ball bearings using a magnetic field, so that rod could not be under other stresses without the risk of damaging or bending it, causing reader errors.

Once the machining was complete and the whole system installed, a critical issue arose. As the whole SBA was not precision machined on a CNC nor was there a way to perfectly align the full setup, the tolerances began to prove problematic. The sleeve bearings, which had worked very well before, were now causing significant error in our measurement system. When looking at the micron level of precision, bearings binding and plates being tenths of a degree from perfectly aligned became significant issues. Depending on how quickly the sample was compressed, the sleeve bearings would bind and then release in an uncontrolled manner, causing readings to fluctuate by up to 40 microns. Despite multiple attempts to align and lubricate the system to alleviate these issues, readings were still in the realm of ±15 μm.

In addition, the cantilever setup provided problematic as the small floating plate would rotate slightly due to the weight. Correcting this took a fine balance of using the near side bolts holding the plate to lift the whole system up using the load cell as a pivot. This did put a bit of an initial force on the load cell, but it was relatively small. The issue with this became that any changes to the setup resulted in a full realignment being
Figure 2.3 Left: Side view of the linear encoder setup. The support bars (a) connecting the high temperature reservoir to the linear encoder (c) are in red while the read head is in yellow (b). The linear bearings are sleeve bearings and ride on polished steel rails to help counteract cantilever forces and to protect the carbon fiber reference rod (hidden behind support shaft) from lateral or torsional forces due to thermal expansion and machining error. Right: Alternate view (d) is the carbon fiber reference rod.

needed, wasting time and providing questionable accuracy. Lastly, the sleeve bearings chosen for the mount would also occasionally bind slightly, causing the system to tilt and ruin both the reading and the alignment.

The alignment issues were never a problem when only thermal resistance was needed. This is because the floating plates were able to correct for misalignment as they were compressed and because it only needed to be aligned at the center of the device. Once the linear encoder was added, any tilt became overexaggerated by the increased weight and through the length of the mounting arm. A hundredth of a degree
misalignment at the plate went from 1 micron at the edge of the bar to almost 20 microns of error at the linear encoder head.

In order to rectify these issues, another round of modifications began, as shown in figure 5. A counterweight was added to address the misalignment issue and all the linear sleeve bearings were replaced with precision ball bearings. The ball bearings vastly reduced the binding issues, but there is still some residual force from the seals rubbing on the shafts. The SBA was also modified to allow the load cell to be removed and the whole setup become fixed to large steel plate. This ensures that as the sample is compressed, the best thickness reading possible, with the current design, is achieved. The force on the sample can be extracted from the thickness measurement given the testing data from the Instron load frame. The compressive force is a helpful number when describing the optimal operating conditions as this allows users to apply the proper force to the pad, be it through torqueing the bolts that compress the two components or other means; but it has little relevance in quantifying the thermal characteristics of the TIM.

While this setup seems to be suboptimal, it actual is the best current option given what is currently available. Many other components were investigated but the linear encoder became the best option overall and modifications, including the encoder, were around $2,000. When dealing with high resolution on a small scale, optical methods are generally the go-to option. Since we are dealing with elastic materials and working to reduce the model to one dimension, it was quickly determined that this method would not work for our needs. First, the TIM expands horizontally as it is compressed and spills over the top of the reference bars, obscuring the view of the sample. If the camera was backed up to measure, for example, a machined mark on each reference bar, then one
Figure 2.4  (a) Linear ball bearings were installed to replace the Teflon sleeve bearings. (b) Counterweight added to bring the center of gravity of the system back to the center of the reference bar to reduce tilting. (c) Spacers are added and the load cell is removed to anchor the whole system. (d) Ball bearings replace sleeve bearings here as well. (e) Brackets are added to mount the linear encoder to the middle plate for higher accuracy.

Figure 2.5 Isometric cross section of finalized modifications, showing counterweight profile as well as configured without the load cell.
encounters the issue of how to deal with the insulation issue. If the camera is extremely small and can be very close to the sample, insulation can be modified to accommodate a very small hole for the optics to fit into, but as the camera moves back, that opening must grow to allow for visibility, reducing the insulation and allowing for convective currents to form.

The alternative to the optical system was using a stepper motor to drive the main screw mechanism or replace the whole mechanism with a prefabricated one, however, our application is too unique. Stepper motors have great control over their rotational position, making them great for indexing locations. The issue with the stepper motor was that to get one powerful enough to overcome the spring force and the friction of the screw, they were extremely large and required a specialized controller able to put out the required amperage to power the unit. The way to get around this would have been using a reduction mechanism, be it a worm gear or gearbox to increase the motor torque. Now the job of figuring out how to mount the motor in such a way that still provides enough accuracy becomes very challenging and would have required the work and cost of basically redesigning the system, which was not an option at the time. Installing a linear actuator seemed to be a good work around for this issue, however, there were other issues as well. Linear actuators with the resolution desired were relatively expensive and would not be able to put enough force on the sample, often maxing out at 40N. The most powerful one was the Newport LTA-HL which topped out at 100N, still extremely short of the 350N target. If we were to order four of them and all the required controllers to be able to meet that load value, the cost would have been over $12,000. On the contrary, ones that were powerful enough didn’t have the precision needed to provide any useful
thickness information, unless, once again the cost skyrocketed. Even then, they still have a repeatability of ±10µm, such as the Thomson PC25 series, which is slightly larger than what we have achieved with the linear encoder. In addition, these parts often had large lead times and required extensive modification to the SBA for installation.

Another option explored was a vertical stage controlled by a micrometer, such as the Newport MVN120, which could handle the load required and was very precise. It could handle 400N and had an accuracy of 0.5µm. This was quite promising, until its size and alignment was considered. The whole SBA would have to be overhauled to incorporate it properly, and the positioning of the stage becomes an issue. It is controlled by a high load, manual micrometer. When this is factored into the design, it becomes clear that reading the micrometer and controlling the system without further modification becomes difficult. The linear encoder has a digital readout that can be zeroed and provide travel distance whereas the micrometer requires the user to accurately read it when zeroing and when testing and then make sure to count the proper number of rotations to ensure correct readings. In addition, the alignment of the stage is fixed so while the linear encoder can be aligned to account for misalignment and machining error, the vertical stage cannot be adjusted for any of this. As a procedural tool, the linear encoder is the better choice, but these two instruments together could be an optimal design for future use.

In the future, if the SBA was to be modified again or fully rebuilt with a need for a thickness measurement in mind, the number of moving parts needs to be reduced significantly. A proposed design is shown below in figure 7. If a load cell is necessary, a flat plate load cell or cells that can be directly mounted to would greatly simplify the
problem. Currently there are two floating plates as depicted in figure 3, one to allow the reference bar to be raised or lowered and one to allow the load cell to register a value as it experiences strain. Ideally, one would take four low profile, direct mount load cells and affix them to a stiff, level plate. Then, one could mount the Newport vertical stage to the load cells, then have a mounting plate with a thermally insulative layer. On top of the insulation, you would then mount the low temperature heat sink and reference bar. Also, the linear encoder head could be mounted to this to provide the digital position readout to check the micrometer reading and provide positioning reference. The high temperature sink and reference bar would be sturdily suspended above the setup, again with a layer of thermal insulation, and would not move. The linear encoder rod would attach to the suspended structure to take any deflection from the load cells out of the thickness calculation. This would provide a very accurate reading of the thickness and pressure on the sample, but there is a decent amount of cost and machining involved.

This design is theoretically more beneficial than other designs currently used for the simple reason that the critical machining is done via precision CNC machines and that it is purpose built to be controlled via a calibrated instrument. There are other benefits that provide merit for this design, specifically, the stepped bar approach is the proper way to test the TIMs per ASTM D5470, and the use of mechanical measurement allows for the use of proper insulation. For example, in Székely et. al.’s TIM tester, they used the copper pyramid apparatus shown below in figure 9. It is an optical measuring system and is fully open to convective heat transfer. Kempers et. al. made a TIM tester using a similar setup to our SBA but with a linear actuator and controller capable of microstepping the motor. This allowed them to make sub-micron thickness adjustments,
Figure 2.6 Basic proposed SBA 2.0 design. (a) Reference bars remain the same, upper one is fixed to the top plate. (b) Mounting plate with thermal insulation boundary between heat reservoir. Note the side bracket to mount the linear encoder head. (c) Newport MVN120 Vertical Stage with BM25.40 micrometer. (d) Array of low profile, direct mount load cells. (e) Linear encoder head, with reference rod mounted to the top plate. The black box at the back represents an area for control systems that are currently house outside of the SBA setup.
but once again, the cost for those components and lead times were significant factors.

Other researchers\textsuperscript{6,7} have constructed similar SBA devices for quantifying TIMS but Murray et. al.\textsuperscript{8} took quite a new approach on how to construct the apparatus.

Figure 2.7 Copper pyramid TIM tester photograph and schematic.

Murray et. al.\textsuperscript{4} created a stepped bar apparatus that followed the ASTM D5470 standard but is controlled via a four-bar linkage and turnbuckles to create the proper alignment. In addition, the force applied to the sample is from actual weights placed atop the apparatus.
Figure 2.8 Schematic of Murray et. al.’s SBA setup. Note that the force on the sample is provided from physically stacking more weight on top of the sample, with the max force being about 177N.

2.3 Thermal Considerations

Another critical element of the SBA setup is dealing with the thermal effects associated with having two temperature extremes. Thermal analysis from figure 11 shows that in the most extreme use case, the maximum error induced from thermal effects is about 70μm, but this is not a realistic value. For this situation to happen, the system
would have to have started at room temperature, been zeroed, then turned on. Once the heater and chiller were on, the system would have to sit for around 15 minutes to reach the maximum state of thermal shift possible for this setup. This is not how the device would actually be used, meaning that the realistic thermal error is in the realm of 5-10μm. The proper way to test a material would be to turn the SBA on, let it reach approximate thermal equilibrium, zero the linear encoder, then load the sample. The heat flux through the sample should be small enough that there is no significant thermal expansion or contraction that needs to be accounted for in the thickness calculation. Any recorded thermal shift could also be factored out through testing non-elastic materials with similar thermal conductivities and noting the thermal shift. This will be incorporated into the testing procedure once the TIM composite samples have been narrowed down to a certain ratio of fillers and a rough estimate of their conductivity has been achieved.

In addition to this, determining the proper material for the reference bars helps to tune the performance of the apparatus. As the apparatus works through measuring the thermal gradient being imposed, it is important that the reference bars are not so much more thermally conductive than the sample that there is no gradient, i.e. both bars are essentially evenly heated or cooled. As further tests were conducted, it was determined that thicker samples may provide better data, meaning that the heat flux through them would be lower. This has driven the need to reduce the thermal conductivity of the bars again, leading to the selection of stainless steel but a specific alloy has not yet been chosen.
Figure 2.9 Thermal analysis showing the maximum thermal shift is around 70μm. This analysis assumes that the setup was zeroed at room temperature then turned on and left to reach steady state. In addition, this analysis uses the update stainless steel reference bars and has only 1N of force applied to the sample, showing the worst-case deformation.
3.1 Guide to Using the SBA

The current SBA setup requires the user to power on the chiller and heater and set their respective values. The values are saved from experiment to experiment and only need to be altered if different loading conditions are desired. When the heater setup is turned on, it also turns on the load cell and should display around 0N if there is no load being applied on the reference bars. If there is a relatively significant load shown (greater than ~10N), then the floating plate holding the reference bar is being pressed into the load cell via the four bolts. These bolts need to be loosened evenly to keep the reference bar level to ensure good contact. Then the linear encoder should be turned on and the upper platform lowered until the reference bars are touching with 100N of force. Allow the system to reach steady state and then zero the readout. This helps to reduce the error introduced into the measurements due to thermal expansion. At this point, reopen the reference bars and insert the sample. Close the reference bars, place the clamp with the insulation around the setup and apply the desired force to the sample. At this point, the MATLAB code should be run and it will determine when the sample has reached an approximate steady-state condition where measurements will be taken. It is important to note that once the desired TIM composite mixture has been determined, thermal effects on the thickness measurement should be factored out. This would be done by using a rigid material with similar thermal characteristics to the TIM and noting the steady state thermal drift of the measurement system.
3.2 SBA Disassembly and Reassembly Procedures

The SBA is relatively delicate in that the sensors are easily damaged by the heavy metal plates being used. In the event that the apparatus needs to be disassembled and modified, it is important to take the thermocouples out of the reference bars and the composite rod off of the linear encoder mount. The thermocouples slide out of their holes in the references bars with a light pull, whereas the composite rod has a screw that holds it in place. Once the screw is loosened, the rod should slide out through the top of the apparatus. It may be a bit snug when being removed due to the tight tolerances. Place this in a safe location as it is quite fragile.

Once that is complete, remove the reference bars using a small hex key and set these aside as well. Now it is acceptable to remove a select component if desired, or for full disassembly, proceed by backing the drive screw out until there is no force on it from the middle plate. Then remove the four bolts holding the plate to the outer shafts and lift off the top plate. Then the floating plate and load cell can be removed from the middle plate. It is critical to be careful with the linear encoder head when removing the floating platform as damage to that is extremely costly. Once the load cell and floating plate assembly have been removed from the middle plate, it can be lifted off the shafts and set aside. Remove any bearings and hardware before machining any components. Then the posts and heat sink can be removed from the base plate. When reassembling the apparatus, proceed in reverse order. Make sure all parts are snug, but do not over tighten. This is especially critical when dealing with the copper blocks as the threads are very soft. It is a good idea to remove any thermal paste or debris from the bolts before
reinserting them into the copper. When reassembling the apparatus, clean any areas that had thermal paste and reapply a new layer to ensure a good contact.
CHAPTER 4

Conclusion

4.1 Conclusion

In our constantly changing, technological world, TIMs will play an ever-increasing role in our daily life. Improving them using liquid metals and forming stretchable composites opens a door to infinite possibilities, from strain gauges to heat sinks for flexible and wearable electronics. As these TIMs continue to improve and reduce in size, we must improve our ability to properly quantify their properties. The SBA approach as outlined in ASTM D5470 provides a mathematically simple and quick way to quantify these new materials but improvements on how to implement it will vastly help refine the proper path forward for improving TIMs. As thickness reduce and mechanical properties become more complex, more precise and controlled measurement techniques are needed.

When we began testing the thermal resistance of the TIMs, some misalignment was acceptable and was easily compensated for, but as the samples grew thinner and the need for thermal conductivity became apparent, the system needed to be adapted to handle the new measurement hardware. While it is not a perfect fix, it is a beneficial interim solution that will provide key lessons for the creation of the next SBA version. Finding the right precision instruments for the application can be difficult as costs, lead times, and the sheer number of specialized components available can obscure the proper answer. In this case, it seems that using optical positioning equipment coupled with simple design will provide the best results in the end. The modifications made to the SBA provide enough information to use that to validate the new TIM composites and drive research forward until the time that a new apparatus is necessary.
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